The results of the study of gamma-transition description in fast neutron capture and photofission are presented. Recent experimental data were used, namely, the spectrum of prompt gamma-rays in the energy range 2÷18 MeV from 14-MeV neutron capture in natural Ni and isomeric ratios in primary fragments of photofission of the isotopes of U, Np and Pu by bremsstrahlung with end-point energies e E =10.5, 12 and 18
Introduction
Nuclear reactions with different projectiles provide information on properties of the excited nuclear states and nuclear reaction mechanisms. They are also required in different applications. Specifically, data of (n,x ) reactions with any outgoing particle (x) and gamma-rays for atomic nuclei of the reactor materials and photofission reactions are needed for estimations of energy release, -ray shielding and radiation swelling of the reactor pressure vessel internals. Photofission reactions are also essential to an explanation of nuclear fission dynamics.
Here, we consider the reliability of description of gamma-transitions in (n,x ) reactions and photofission by the use of simple closed-form expressions [1] for photon strength function (PSF) and nuclear level density (NLD). We use our recent experimental data, namely, the spectrum of prompt gamma-rays in the energy range 2÷20 MeV from 14 MeV neutron capture of nat Ni and isomeric ratios in primary fragments of photofission of isotopes U, Np and Pu by bremsstrahlung with end-point energies e E = 10.5, 12.0 and 18.0 MeV. These data are compared with the theoretical calculations performed within EMPIRE 3.2 and TALYS 1.6 codes [2, 3] . An impact of shapes of electric dipole PSF and NLD on accuracy of cross section description and determination of mean angular momenta in primary fragments are analyzed. Fig. 1 demonstrates comparison of our recent experimental data [4] for -spectrum from (n,x ) reactions on nat Ni with the earlier data from EXFOR database [5] [6] [7] [8] . The amplitude spectrum of gamma-rays was measured in a circular geometry using time-of-flight technique based on pulse neutron generator of neutrons with energy 14.1 MeV (NPG-200), designed and manufactured at Nuclear Physics Department of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv (Ukraine). All experiment and calculation details can be found in Refs. [4, 9] . One can see in Fig.1 , that for the gamma-ray energy interval 2÷6 MeV, our experimental results are in rather close agreement with the data from EXFOR database. Gamma-ray spectrum smoothly decreases with gamma-ray energy. For higher energy range of 12÷18 MeV, the differential cross section
Experimental data
In this study of PSF and NLD, we use also our recent experimental data [10, 11] 
Theoretical calculations
Theoretical calculations of crosssections and mean angular momentum are performed using EMPIRE 3.2 and TALYS 1.6 codes. Comparison with experimental data is made in two steps. At first we use estimations obtained with default parameters and then we use results of calculations within EMPIRE code with different shapes of PSF and NLD [13] [14] [15] .
Default expressions for PSF and NLD are the following ones: MLO1 variant of the Modified Lorentzian model (MLO) for the electric dipole PSF with Enhanced Generalized Super-Fluid Model (EGSM) for NLD in Empire code, and Enhanced Generalized Lorentzian (EGLO) for PSF with GilbertCameron approach (GC) for NLD in TALYS code. Calculations were performed with allowance for outgoing particles and gammarays at equilibrium (HF denotations in the figures) and from pre-equilibrium states (HF+PE denotations with parameter PCROSS = 1.5 for EMPIRE). Global optical potential given by Koning -Delaroche [16] was adopted as a default in the calculations within two codes.
For calculations of considered characteristics, we use expressions presented in Refs. [4, 11, 12] . The cross section of the target with natural elements was taken as a sum of the cross-sections for each isotope of the target weighted with the abundances of the isotope, and the cross section of gamma-ray emission for isotope was a sum of the crosssections for all possible reactions with any outgoing particle and gamma-rays.
Measured isomeric ratio Y R for primary fission fragment (A , Z ) ff was used to obtain its mean angular momentum J . Initially the spin distribution of primary fission fragments may be deduced from theoretical and experimental isomeric ratios comparison. The theoretical values of the isomeric ratios are determined by the generalized HuizengaVandenbosh statistical model [10] [11] [12] . Populations of ground and metastable states of given nuclide  =2) were also taken into account. The probabilities of populations of ground and metastable states by cascades of gamma-rays and neutrons were calculated using EMPIRE 3.2 and TALYS 1.6 codes. The probabilities of deexcitation and population of discrete levels were taken from the RIPL-3 library [1] . Figure 2 shows comparison between experimental data and calculations within EMPIRE and TALYS codes of cross-section for (n,x ) reaction on nat Ni. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that in the gamma-ray energy interval 2÷10 MeV the results of calculations are in rather good agreement with experimental data and a role of preequilibrium emission is small. For high energy range 10÷20 MeV, contribution of the preequilibrium processes is more important. 
Conclusions
The theoretical calculations of gammaspectrum from (n,x ) reaction and mean angular momentum of primary fragments were performed. New experimental data were used for (n, О.М. Горбаченко
